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Move. Advanced. Student's Book. Per Le Scuole
Superiori. Con CD-ROM - Rebecca Robb Benne
2007
Move is a flexible general English course for
adults and young adults. It takes a discoverybased approach to lexis and grammar, with an
emphasis on communicative language
acquisition and practise. Each of the three topicbased modules per level contains 15 hours of
core material, and can be easily extended using
the additional resources in the Teachers Book
and on the CD-ROM. This makes Move the ideal
course for use on short intensive courses, as well
as on longer courses with fewer teaching
Business Benchmark Pre-intermediate to
Intermediate BULATS Student's Book - Norman
Whitby 2013-01-24
La 4e de couv. indique : "Business benchmark
second edition is the official Cambridge English
preparation course for BULATS. A pacy, topicbased course with comprehensive coverage of
language and skills for business, it motivates and
engages both professionals and students
preparing for working life."
Global - Lindsay Clandfield 2011
Helping users to learn English, to learn about
English and to learn through English, this title is
suitable for students who want to communicate
in a global environment.
Pre-Intermediate/in Company 3.0 - 2014

Vantage and Higher (also known as BEC), and
BULATS. A pacy, topic-based course with
comprehensive coverage of language and skills
for business, it motivates and engages both
professionals and students preparing for
working life. The Business Preliminary Student's
Book contains authentic listening and reading
materials, including interviews with business
people, providing models for up‐to‐date business
language. Grammar and vocabulary exercises
train students to avoid common mistakes,
identified using Cambridge's unique collection of
real exam candidates' answers. 'Grammar
workshops' practise grammar in relevant
business contexts. A BULATS version of this
Student's Book is also available.
In Company 3. 0 - M Powell 2014
A pack that contains the Student's Book and
webcode access to online components. It allows
students to practise language online and on the
move and see their progress. It also gives access
to additional material such as audio, video,
answer key, glossary, phrase banks and
worksheets.
Open Mind BE Upp Int SB Pk Prem - Mickey
Rogers 2015-03-06
The Open Mind Student's Book Premium Pack
contains the visually engaging print Student's
Book. Each unit incorporates the course theme
of Life Skills, along with grammar sections,
support boxes and a writing syllabus. Access to
the Online Workbook and Student's Resource
Centre is available via a webcode.
Straightforward - Jim Scrivener 2006

Business Benchmark Pre-intermediate Intermediate Business Preliminary Student's
Book - Norman Whitby 2013-01-24
Business Benchmark Second edition is the
official Cambridge English preparation course
for Cambridge English: Business Preliminary,
macmillan-move-upper-intermediate
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Transcending Boundaries - Gisela HermannBrennecke 2007
This volume presents 16 essays by friends and
colleagues celebrating Gisela HermannBrennecke's 60th birthday. Since the early
1970s, when she emerged as one of the
outstanding German specialists in language
acquisition and language teaching, she has been
active in research and teaching at various
German universities and abroad. The wide range
of Gisela Hermann-Brennecke's research
interests and publications - transcending
boundaries - is mirrored in the diversity of the
contributions in this volume: language learning
and language policy - studies in English,
American, and Postcolonial literatures and
cultures - creative writing.
The Business 2.0 - John Allison 2013-05-01
Based on the success of the original edition, The
Business 2.0 continues to offer Business English
students the confidence, language and
fundamentals skills they need to succeed in the
competitive international business environment.
English Collocation in Use. Per Le Scuole
Superiori - Michael McCarthy 2005-09-22
Collocations are combinations of words which
frequently appear together. Using them makes
your English sound more natural. Presents and
explains approximately 1,500 word combinations
in typical contexts using tables, charts, short
texts and dialogues.
New Inside Out - Sue Kay 2007
The series is theme-based, as this seems to be
the best way to organise material for language
learners -it allows material to have some real
currency and allows lexis and structures to be
contextualised the topics are great for young
people who are into how they look, how they
feel, how they spend time, what music they
listen to. Its very now.EA JOURNAL VOLUME 19
NO 2New Inside Out takes all the best elements
of the original Inside Out series - including the
emphasis on personalisation an
Move Up - Simon Greenall 1997-06-03

around the world. The first section includes a
discussion of materials for specific learners and
purposes, such as young learners, self-study,
academic writing and general proficiency. The
second section presents a detailed study of the
materials used in Europe, Asia, North America,
South America, Africa and Australia, and
critically evaluates their effectiveness in the
teaching of English to speakers of other
languages. Taking both the teacher's and the
learner's needs into consideration, the book
makes a positive contribution to the future of
research in materials development, and has
practical applications. This comprehensive,
critical analysis of materials in use around the
world will be useful for academics researching
materials development and applied linguistics
and for students on post-graduate applied
linguistics and ELT courses.
Macmillan English Grammar in Context - Simon
Clarke 2008
This book is part of the Macmillan English
Grammar In Context series, a three-level
grammar practice series with a difference.
Incorporating contextual examples in grammar
practice activities, Macmillan English Grammar
In Context is a grammar book that can be used
in both the classroom and for self-study. Key
Features:Grammar explanations with traditional
practice activities and contextual examples
Cross-curricular content areas include: literature
science, geography, history and social sc
Move. Upper intermediate. Student's book.
Per le Scuole superiori. Con CD-ROM - Sue
Kay 2006
Features a course for adults and young adults.
This course has a communicative syllabus that
helps students express themselves through
English. This coursebook with CD-ROM includes
various topics, grammar and vocabulary
activities, integrated skills tasks, review units
and practice pages.
Global - Lindsay Clandfield 2011-01-01
Helps users to learn English, to learn about
English and to learn through English, and is the
ideal course for students who want to
communicate in a global environment.
Move. Pre-intermediate. Student's book. Per le
Scuole superiori. Con CD-ROM - Peter Maggs
2006
Move is a flexible general English course for

Global - Lindsay Clandfield 2013-08
English Language Learning Materials - Brian
Tomlinson 2008-03-17
This research collection presents a critical
review of the materials used for learning English
macmillan-move-upper-intermediate
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adults and young adults. It takes a discoverybased approach to lexis and grammar, with an
emphasis on communicative language
acquisition and practise. Each of the three topicbased modules per level contains 15 hours of
core material, and can be easily extended using
the additional resources in the Teachers Book
and on the CD-ROM. This makes Move the ideal
course for use on short intensive courses, as well
as on longer courses with fewer teaching
Move. Pre-Intermediate Class CD Set - Peter
Maggs 2006-04-01
Provides a flexible course for adults and young
adults. This work presents communicative
syllabus that helps students to express
themselves through English.
Move Ahead Pre Intermediate - Imbert H
2002-06-01

Market Leader - 2011
Global Pre-Intermediate - Lindsay Clandfield
2013-03
This new component offers a business related
alternative to the existing eWorkbook to the
award-winning adult course Global. This takes
the innovative eWorkbook and provides
business-related content to either act as a
supplement to the Global Coursebook or as a
stand-alone self-study business English course.
Straightforward - Jim Scrivener 2007
Erfolgreich lehren: Ermutigen, motivieren,
begeistern - Christine Reitzer 2014-05-19
Unmotiviertes Lernverhalten und abgelenkte
Studenten stellen für Lehrende wie für Lernende
ein zentrales Problem im Unterricht dar. In
diesem Buch wird sowohl etabliertes
psychologisches Wissen wie auch Erkenntnisse
aus persönlichen Umfragen nutzbar gemacht,
um diesem Phänomenen unserer Zeit gezielter
begegnen zu können. Sie müssen nicht "ein
geborener Lehrer" sein um Ihre Lehre
ansprechend zu gestalten. Dieses Werk zeigt
eine Fülle von Maßnahmen auf, die Sie für die
Praxis berücksichtigen und dadurch Ihre
Lehrtätigkeit noch erfolgreicher und effektiver
gestalten können. Der Schwerpunkt liegt in
diesem Werk auf ermutigenden Ideen,
ansprechendem Unterrichtsklima, intrinsischen
Motivationsmethoden und professioneller
Gesprächsführung. Diese Punkte können Sie als
Leser einfach umsetzen, ohne große Programme
bemühen zu müssen. Hierzu werden effektive
Grundkonzepte vorgestellt, die anhand von
Fallbeispielen präzisiert werden. Diese werden
abgerundet durch konkrete, praxistaugliche
Tipps für typische Alltagssituationen. Diese
praxisnahen Hilfestellungen eignen sich für den
Unterricht bzw. die Lehre in verschiedenen
Wissenschaftszweigen und dienen zur
Motivation der Teilnehmer. Dabei schöpft die
Autorin aus ihrem eigenen internationalen
Erfahrungsschatz sowie aus dem Fundus von
vielen weltweit erfahrenen Lehrenden, die sich
an den Umfragen beteiligt haben. Zielgruppen
für dieses Werk sind alle, die lehren oder sich
auf ihre Lehrtätigkeit vorbereiten möchten.
The Business 2.0 - Frances Watkins 2013

In Company 3.0 Upper Intermediate Level
Student's Book Pack - Mark Powell 2014
A pack that contains the Student's Book and
webcode access to online components. It allows
students to practise language online and on the
move and see their progress. It also gives access
to additional material such as audio, video,
answer key, glossary, phrase banks and
worksheets.
Move - 2006
Move - 2007
Advanced - Simon Greenall 1996-09-11
A student's book which is part of a course in
American English for adults. The other materials
are teacher's books (interleaved with the
student's books for ease of use in class),
workbooks, cassettes, CDs, resource packs and
business resource packs.
Move - Bruce Milne 2006-01
Move is a flexible general English course for
adults and young adults. It takes a discoverybased approach to lexis and grammar, with an
emphasis on communicative language
acquisition and practise. Each of the three topicbased modules per level contains 15 hours of
core material, and can be easily extended using
the additional resources in the Teachers Book
and on the CD-ROM. This makes Move the ideal
course for use on short intensive courses, as well
as on longer courses with fewer teaching
macmillan-move-upper-intermediate
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Meet Me in Istanbul - Richard Chisholm 2012

Move - Fiona Beddall 2006
Provides a flexible course for adults and young
adults. This work presents communicative
syllabus that helps students to express
themselves through English. The teacher's book
contains teaching tips, systematic teaching
notes, photocopiable unit and module tests, 24
extra photocopiable discussion lessons and
communication games, and more.
Inside Out - Sue Kay 2001

Effective Reading Pre-intermediate Student
Book - Scott Miles 2010
"Effective reading draws on the latest research
into what good readers do. It includes explicit
vocabulary work and fluency development - each
book comes with a complete short story taken
from the Macmillan Readers series. " -- back
cover.
The Business Upper Intermediate. Student's
Book - John Allison 2008

Global - Lindsay Clandfield 2012
The topics throughout the Coursebook have
been chosen to appeal to an adult learner's
curiosity, and to reflect material that they would
naturally read for pleasure in their native
language. Critical thinking skills are promoted
through the choice of topics and the way the
material is exploited.
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Advanced Language Practice - Michael Vince
2007
Navigate Coursebook - Caroline Krantz 2015
Information-rich topics and texts immerse adult
learners in themes and issues from around the
world so that English is more relevant.
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